Wood Canvas Float Frame Assembly

1. Unpack and organize materials.

2. Place frame on your work surface, face up.

3. Insert and center your canvas within the frame. If you ordered your frame with a float gap, it is helpful to center the work using cardboard or wood pieces as shims to keep the canvas aligned during the framing process.

4. Attach the artwork. Insert screws provided into the stretched canvas via the pre-drilled holes on the frame. Important: Make sure your stretcher bars are at least as thick as the (7/8") screws we provide. If not, you will need to purchase shorter screws.

5. Tighten it up. Make sure your art is square within the frame, readjust as needed, and tighten all screws firmly.

6. Add hangers, wire & bumpers. Position one hanger into each side of the frame as shown and ensure they are in line with each other. Tighten screws. Loop wire between hangers and twist at the ends to secure. Alternatively, use a sawtooth hanger. Adhere wall protectors to the bottom corners of the frame where frame touches the wall.

7. Display your art!

For more framing tips and hints, please visit: AmericanFrame.com/how-to.aspx